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 Goals of the VidArch Project
 Archival Appraisal
 Archival Documentation Strategies
 You Tube and Similar Collections
 Context Miner
 Collecting Scenario
 Next Steps



 Develop systematic approaches to
selection of videos found on the Web for
archival collections so that curators can
more easily collect and preserve materials
in a wide array of formats from text to
audio to video.

 Develop tools to assist with collecting
contextual materials that support video
understandability over the long-term.

 Support meaningful future use of such
videos by linking them with other related
content.



 Develop a curator’s workbench to assist in
extending documentation strategies to
easy collection of web-based video
content.



 We are collecting videos related to the
2008 presidential elections as a focus but
the goal is to have generally applicable
tools.

 Several other areas under exploration as
well including energy, disasters, and
epidemics.



 Appraisal is the area of the greatest professional
challenge to the archivist.
 Archivists’ first responsibility is the selection of records

of enduring value. – SAA, GAP Report, 1986.
 The historical, cultural, and scientific record hinges on

selection and appraisal.
 Because of the unique nature of records, destruction

is irrevocable.
 Legal responsibilities.



 “In an archival context, appraisal1 is the
process of determining whether records
and other materials have permanent
(archival) value.”
 SAA Glossary

 “…any selection activity that enables
archivists to identify recorded information
that has enduring value, primarily for the
documentation of modern society.”
 Cox & Samuels, 1988



 A methodology that guides selection and
assures retention of adequate information
about a specific geographic area, a topic,
a process, or an event that has been
dispersed throughout society. –SAA
Glossary



 “What constitutes the documentary
heritage of today and how does a
documentary heritage come into being?
… it suffices to define the documentary
heritage … as the totality of the existing
evidence of historical activity, or as all the
surviving documentation on past events.”
 Hans Booms, “Society and the Formation of a

Documentary Heritage: Issues in the Appraisal
of Archival Sources,” 1972. (Eng. Trans. In
1987)





 “A modem, complex, information-rich
society requires that archivists reexamine
their role as selectors…   Archivists are
challenged to select a lasting record, but
they lack techniques to support this
decision-making. Documentation
strategies are proposed to respond to
these problems.”
 Samuels, “Who Controls the Past,” 1986.





 Founded in February 2005.
 Allows people to easily upload and share video

clips on www.YouTube.com and across the
Internet through websites, mobile devices,
blogs, and e-mail.

 Bought by Google in November 2006.
 WSJ, 8/30/06, reported:

  > 6,000,000 videos.
 > 45 TB of storage
 > 1,800,000,000 views
 Time spent watching > 9,000 years



 Time taken to spread to 50 million users:
 Radio 17 years
 TV 13 years
 Internet 5 years
 MySpace 3 years
 YouTube 1 year
▪ Jose-Marie Griffiths, September 2007







 Archivists, whether they are documenting
an institution or collecting topically to
provide a record of social phenomenon or
personal accomplishment, must develop
appraisal and collecting frameworks that
take web-based materials into account.



 Power of the masses to produce
documentation of a subject or issue.

 Web-based materials can have a huge
impact on society, including phenomenon
such as voting behavior.

 Democratizes collecting strategies; more
than network news or campaign materials
being collected.

 Materials never before created or
collected.



 Potentially too many for hand-crafted,
artisan approach.

 Ephemeral nature – here today; gone
tomorrow.

 Variable quality and relevance.
 General lack of metadata.
 Unclear provenance and authenticity.
 Lack of contextualizing information.
 Just what is it we’re collecting???







 6 general queries and name searches
 Use You Tube APIs, screen scraping and

other tools to collect videos
 Crawl everyday (almost)
 Get top 100 results for each query
 Collect more than 20 attributes (including

all the comments)
 Download flash videos



 Crawls = 100
 Unique videos > 10,000
 Video files > 100 GB
 Total honors > 200
 Total views > 125,000,000
 Total ratings > 800,000
 Total comments ~ 800,000



 Curator of Hillary Clinton’s campaign.
 Direct feed of materials from Clinton’s

staff and Democratic Party.
 Press releases, video, interviews, Face Book,

etc.
 Wide variety of traditional media –

newspapers, TV, radio.
 Now wide variety of bottom-up materials,

including You Tube videos
 “Official” CNN debate videos, reactions, etc.





 Develop specific use cases for the
Context Miner.

 Test cases with curators.
 Refine our tools based on this testing with

regards to retrieval, mining of metadata,
etc.

 Learn more about the YouTube and
Google Video environments.

 Collect other information sources such as
blogs that relate to the video content.
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